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Dr. Hayes, director of the new Center for Biodiversity and Conservation Studies,
handles a juvenile alligator that would be an ideal candidate to help emphasize
the need to preserve habitats for the diverse organisms who share our planet
with us.
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NEWCONSERVATIONCENTER
Why Jose Kadry doesn’t
feel like a hero
New study to examine
weight loss
By Larry Kidder
Being a good steward of the earth is one areawhere religion and science can work
together hand in hand toward a common posi-
tive goal.
William K. Hayes, PhD, professor of earth and
biological science, Loma Linda University
School of Science and Technology (SST), and
his colleagues in the department of earth and
biological sciences hope to bring science and
religion together to promote a better under-
standing of the natural world and conservation
efforts to save it.
They are developing the new Center for Biodi-
versity and Conservation Studies, which will be
located in Griggs Hall and will involve faculty in
the School of Science and Technology depart-
ment of earth and biological sciences. Dr. Hayes
will serve as director of the new center.
“We’re excited about opening this new center in
our school,” says Beverly J. Buckles, DSW, dean
of the School of Science and Technology, and
professor of social work and social ecology.
“The center will help create a new appreciation
for our natural world and bolster support for
saving our environment.”
Dr. Hayes explains, “Scientific study is an
important tool in understanding our planet so
that we can take better care of all living organ-
isms that share it.” He adds, “Our center will
provide a place for people of all ages to learn
more about the natural world and how our
actions as humans can disrupt our fellow
organisms.”
Dr. Hayes and his fellow researchers in the
department of earth and biological sciences each
have their special areas of research interest, as
well as laboratories to pursue those interests. A
number of graduate students assist the faculty,
as well as pursue research of their own.
“Our mission is ‘to promote environmental
awareness and stewardship among Christians
and other faith groups,’” Dr. Hayes continues.
“We’re planning to create an experiential facility
where people of all ages can see various
microbes, plants, and animals, learn about the
natural world, and be introduced to conserva-
tion efforts and concepts.”
The displays would begin with biodiversity in
unicellular life forms and progress through
complex life forms, arriving at mammals. Actual
Center for Biodiversity and
Conservation Studies to open
specimens would be on display, and graduate
students would be on hand to explain and
answer questions.
“We would like to see a family, for instance,
spend an afternoon,” Dr. Hayes describes. “The
facility would also be an ideal destination for
elementary and high school science classes.”
Activities of the Center for Biodiversity and
Conservation Studies would include original
research and its publication in scientific jour-
nals, the preparation and broadcast of nature
series, articles in Seventh-day Adventist Church
publications, a dynamic and comprehensive
website, formation of a natural science society
(including a lecture series), fields trips to local
and international destinations, the support of
conservation-related research, and fundraising.
“As the citizens of our planet become progres-
sively more aware of the need to save our
increasingly damaged biosphere, Christians
need to pause and think about their role in the
rapidly growing environmental movement,” Dr.
Hayes suggests.
He continues, “A number of published studies
demonstrate that Christians throughout the
world express measurably less concern about
environmental issues than the public at large.”
Dr. Hayes and his colleagues hope to “shape
the Adventist Church’s mind set toward the
environment through a high-visibility organi-
zation devoted to promoting environmental
stewardship.”
He reasons, “In doing so, we intend to reach
out to other faith groups and to the world in
general, showing that Christians can and
should be active in caring for and ministering to
the creation.”
Support for such initiatives as the center has
come from the Church’s top leadership. In an
article titled “Freedom to Care,” published in the
July 2008 issue of Adventist World, Jan Paulsen,
DTh, president of the world Church, says, “Is
the environment an ‘Adventist issue’? Do we
have something significant—something
unique—to contribute to environmental care? I
believe the answer is ‘yes.’”
Dr. Paulsen goes on to say, “My hope is that
we will move toward a fuller discussion of
Adventism and environmental responsibility,
and that we’ll begin to develop an approach
that is true to our values and consistent with
our historic calling.”
Dr. Hayes agrees. “The time is ripe for the
Seventh-day Adventist Church to play a larger
role in promoting stewardship,” he suggests.
“Loma Linda University, with a department
actively engaged in highly productive biodiver-
sity and conservation studies, is well-suited to
take a leadership role.”
Contributed report
Two additional teams from Loma LindaUniversity have arrived in Haiti to
continue support of Hopital Adventiste
d’Haiti (HAH), a 70-bed facility built in 1978
that is serving as one of the clinical centers for
the nation.
On Friday, January 22, Haiti sustained yet
another earthquake that has resulted in struc-
tural damage to parts of the hospital. On the
advice of geological experts, patients waiting for
treatment and their families have been moved
outside of the structure. A new inflatable
outdoor operating room tent has been erected
outside of the hospital, courtesy of GlobalMedic.
Two additional LLU medical teams arrive in Haiti; Hopital
Adventiste d’Haiti endures additional seismic activity
CONTINUEDHAITI RELIEF EFFORTS
This will help to accommodate the more than
400 people waiting for surgery.
In 2003, the hospital joined Adventist Health
International, an nonprofit international organi-
zation based at Loma LindaUniversity.
On Thursday, January 21, two orthopedic
surgeons and a translator arrived in Haiti,
bringing additional supplies and a much-
needed sterilizer.
“Several members of the LLU School of Medi-
cine class of 2010 prepared a shipment for the
hospital that included several surgical saws and
the sterilizer,” says Dustin Jones, MA, associate
director of public relations at LLU. “Their
support for the hospital in Haiti, as well as our
teams there, has been amazing.”
Also assisting in preparing the shipment were
Tim Hickman, director of purchasing, and
Brian Cozad, warehouse coordinator for Global
Health Institute.
The School of Medicine class of 2010 spent
this past weekend speaking to several commu-
nity groups trying to raise funds for the
hospital. Three years ago, the class adopted the
hospital in Haiti and has been involved with it
since then.
Additionally, a team was deployed from the
Please turn to page 2
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Lesly Archer, MD (partially visible in his surgical scrubs, second from left),
medical director of Hopital Adventiste d’Haiti, coordinates volunteers and staff in
front of the hospital.
More than 400 patients and their families wait for surgery in makeshift shelters
on hospital grounds.
LLU alumnus Scott Nelson carries a
child into surgery at Hopital Adven-
tiste d’Haiti.
School of Public Health’s Center for Public
Health Preparedness. This team will collabo-
rate with the Adventist Development and Relief
Agency and HAH with rapid public health
assessments that will serve as the baseline for
relief efforts from this point forward.
The team will also focus on the availability and
quality of safe water, sanitation needs, food
security, shelter, vector control (mosquitoes,
etc.), and control/prevention of infectious
disease transmission.
Loma Linda University is partnering with Park
Ridge Hospital (Hendersonville, North
Carolina) and Florida Hospital (Orlando,
Florida) to help maximize response to the
humanitarian crisis in Haiti. From this collabo-
rative effort, a reliable system for scheduling and
transporting medical teams, supplies, and
equipment into Port-au-Prince is emerging.
More than 30 pallets of supplies have already
been transported toHAH.
The Global Health Institute at LLU continues
to collect names of individuals who possess
skills that would be best suited to assist at the
hospital, as well as medical supplies.
A website at LLU was created to accept dona-
tions for Hopital Adventiste d’Haiti. Funds
donated thus far have been used to purchase a
sterilizer, a generator, orthopedic saws, medica-
Two additional LLU medical teams arrive in Haiti; Hopital Adventiste
d’Haiti endures additional seismic activity …
Continued from page 1
tions, and other medical supplies.
Individuals who would like to donate to the
relief effort of HAH are invited to visit the
website at <www.llu.edu> or to write the LLU
office of philanthropy at P.O. Box 2000, Loma
Linda, CA 92354. The phone number is (909)
558-5010. Please make checks payable to:
Loma LindaUniversity—Haiti Earthquake.
Contributed report
The School of Religion’s humanitiesprogram is sponsoring a free screening of
the documentary film The Last Generation at
2:30 p.m., Saturday, February 20, at the
Damazo Amphitheater, Centennial Complex,
on the campus of Loma LindaUniversity.
The Last Generation, a feature-length docu-
mentary about the rise of fundamentalism
among Seventh-day Adventist youth and
young adults, follows young Adventists in their
encounters and conversion into, or in some
cases, rejection of the fundamentalist move-
ment. The documentary includes thought-
provoking interviews with leaders and
organizers as well as experts on religion.
“Fundamentalism is reinvigorating young
Adventists and just when the mainstream is
panicking about them leaving the church,” says
Albert Sabaté, one of the filmmakers. “We are
excited to share this film which brings to light
some of these processes.”
The project began in early 2007 when Mr.
Sabaté and Adrian James teamed up to cover
the up-and-coming trend. The directors noticed
a growing movement of zealous religious
expression among their peers (the large-scale
popularity of the general and regional youth
conferences are manifestations of this move-
ment). In addition to this new sense of religious
fervor, it also became apparent to the directors
that the mainstream was threatened by the new
fundamentalist trend.
DOCUMENTARYFILM
Documentary to be shown on growth of
fundamentalism among young Adventists
“This project started out as a pipe dream,” says
Mr. James. “I sensed that almost anything was
possible. There were many avenues to explore
and it seemed relevant and profound.”
The Last Generation portrays the appeal of
fundamentalism, the personal and social costs to
its adherents, the questioning of Adventist insti-
tutions (e.g. teaching evolution), gender issues,
and much more—including unique theological
concepts.
“In reporting for this film, there were times
when we were received candidly with open arms
and times when we were flatly stonewalled.
Then there were broad netherworlds that fell
between these two extremes—these were the
most frustrating situations,” saysMr. James.
The Last Generation was entirely written,
directed, produced, and edited by the pair on a
$6,000 budget. The directors, both full-time
university students, worked on the documen-
tary over 18months.
“We put an incredible amount of work into
completing the project,” says Mr. Sabaté. “I
poured all my energy into this project and sacri-
ficed countless weekends along with all my
disposable income.”
Mr. Sabaté earned a bachelor’s degree in social
sciences from California State University, San
Bernardino, in 2009. Currently, he is getting a
master’s degree in broadcast journalism at the
University of Southern California in Los
Angeles. Mr. James is completing a bachelor’s
degree in philosophy/cultural studies and
another in psychology from La Sierra Univer-
sity. They both graduated from Loma Linda
Academy in 2004.
The screening is part of a series of Sabbath
afternoon panel discussions sponsored by the
School of Religion’s humanities program.
This series is planned with the aim of exploring
challenging religious and social issues
confronting today’s thoughtful Christian.
According to Jim Walters, PhD, associate
director, humanities program, the Coleman
Pavilion Sabbath school class helped raise funds
tomake this film possible.
“This class has viewed an earlier edition of the
film, and was impressed with its profession-
alism, insight, and balance,” says Dr.Walters.
Mr. Sabaté and Mr. James will be available
for questions from the audience following the
screening.
By Heather Reifsnyder
Loma Linda University, the AdventistDevelopment and Relief Agency, and
Cambodia’s National Institute of Statistics
prepared a report for the Cambodian govern-
ment on tobacco use in that country and gave
it to Cambodian officials on the day LLU
graduated 14 students from Laos and
Cambodia with a certificate in tobacco control
and leadership.
Loma Linda University faculty and
students prepare report for Cambodia
Students from both Cambodia and LLU’s main
campus had a hand in preparing the report.
Here at LLU, Anikah Salim used geographic
information systems technology to generate 12
maps for the report, and Jaime Lopez helped
with the writing.
The report was prepared as a service to the
Cambodian government. Daravuth Yel, MD,
MS, a representative with the World Health
STUDENTOUTREACH
Continued next page
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By Heather Reifsnyder
Faculty and staff interested in chronic diseasewill be able to receive academic credit from
the School of Public Health for attending the
Healthy People 2010 conference March 9 and
10. Employees may use their institutional
tuition benefits to pay for it.
The course provides one unit of credit. The
basic requirement is attendance during the
conference’s 12.5 hours.
If interested in taking the course, send your
name and employee ID number to
<rkrause@llu.edu>.
Healthy People is an annual conference focused
Academic credit to be available at
Healthy People 2010
on opportunities for addressing chronic disease
through lifestyle.
This year’s speakers include Dean Ornish, MD,
of the University of California at San Francisco;
Jonathan Fielding, MD, MPH, MBA, director
and health officer at the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health, as well as
professor at UCLA; Linda Rudolph, MD,
MPH, deputy director of the California
Department of Public Health’s Center for
Chronic Disease Prevention and Promotion;
and Sheldon Greenfield, MD, executive
director at UC Irvine’s Center for Health Policy
Research, and professor at UC Irvine.
More information about the conference is avail-
able at <www.healthypeopleconference.org>.
Organization (WHO) and an investigator on
the NIH grant to LLU that made the certificate
course possible, was impressed with the report
and uploaded it to aWHOwebsite.
Ms. Salim said she is pleased that the work of
students and faculty members is paying off. “I
look forward to seeing policy change not only
in Cambodia, but across all of Southeast Asia,”
she says.
Continued from previous page
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Cambodia …
By Heather Reifsnyder
Four investigators and a doctoral student fromthe Loma Linda University School of Public
Health joined officials of the Cambodian
Ministry of HealthWorldHealth Organization,
and the Adventist Development and Relief
Agency (ADR) in publishing and article on
tobacco use inCambodia.
Research for the story—appearing in the
December 2009 issue of the Bulletin of the World
Health Organization—was funded by a grant
from the Tobacco Control Leadership Training
Program of theNational institutes ofHealth.
The most significant finding in the report is
the high rate of older Cambodian women
using smokeless tobacco, says lead author
Pramil Singh, DrPH, associate professor of
epidemiology. Seventeen percent of Cambo-
dian women use chewing tobacco—more than
560,000. Prevalence increases as women age;
about half of rural women over the age of 50
have the habit.
Public health investigators and student
publish in international journal
The reason for its high use, especially in rural
areas, tends to be the influence of older relatives,
appetite reduction, and the alleviation of
morning sickness during pregnancy.
“For tobacco control programmes, this poses
the immediate challenge of ‘educating’ rural
women against long-held cultural, familial, and
traditional medical beliefs,” the report states.
“Tobacco control programmes to decrease
tobacco use in pregnant women may also need
to include health education for their older rela-
tives and health-care providers.” The findings
were reported by news sources including The
Washington Post andTheAssociated Press.
The report is based on the largest study ever
undertaken of tobacco use in Cambodia. It was
conducted in 2005–2006 by LLU School of
Public Health, the National Institute of Statis-
tics (Ministry of Planning, Cambodia), the
National Center for Health Promotion
(Cambodia), andADRACambodia.
The report can be read online at
<www.who.int/bulletin/en> under the link
for past issues. In addition to Dr. Singh,
School of Public Health investigators
Jayakaran Job, MD; Linda Hyder Ferry, MD,
MPH; Synnove Knutsen, MD, PhD, MPH;
and epidemiology doctoral student Jaime
Lopez are authors on the paper. There were
three authors not from LLU: Daravuth Yel,
MD, MS; Sovann Sin, MD; and Sothy
Khieng, MA, respectively of WHO Tobacco
Free Initiative in Phnom Penh, the National
Center for Health Promotion at the Cambo-
dian Ministry of Health, and ADRA
Cambodia.
RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
By Heather Reifsnyder
The best method for losing weight haseluded experts for years, but Serena
Tonstad, MD, PhD, MPH, from the School of
Public Health is beginning a new study that
should bring an answer closer to view.
The study will compare a diet high in fiber to a
diet low in carbohydrates to determine which
has better results for not only body mass, but
also several other measures of well-being
including risk for cardiovascular disease.
The study will follow about 140 obese individ-
uals, about half of whom will also have type-2
diabetes, for one year.
One group will increase its fiber intake from an
average of 10–15 grams daily to 40 grams per
day for women and 50 grams for men.
Those in the other group of people will consume
New study to examine weight loss
NEWRESEARCH
fewer than 120 grams of carbohydrates daily,
compared to an assumed usual intake of 50
percent carbohydrates in their normal diet. They
will consequently eatmore protein.
“Both protein and high-fiber diets have been
shown to increase satiety, but they have not
been compared against each other before,” says
Dr. Tonstad.
People interested in participating in the study
can call (909) 558–4741. Subjects should be at
least 30 pounds overweight.
The study is being done at LLU Medical
Center’s Diabetes Treatment Center under the
management of Debbie Clausen, RN, MSN,
FNP, CDE.
Funding the study are the Lifestyle Center of
America, which has recently published a book
about eating a high-fiber diet, and the Central
Bean Company.
By Richard Weismeyer
Students from the School of Pharmacy haveraised a total of $1,122 as of Friday, January
22, to aid in the relief effort for Haiti earth-
quake victims, according to Linda Williams,
MS, assistant dean for student affairs and
admissions in the School of Pharmacy.
“This is amazing what our students are doing to
STUDENT PHILANTHROPY
aid in the relief effort for Haiti,” Ms. Williams
says. “We in the School of Pharmacy applaud
the generosity of our students.”
First year-pharmacy students contributed a
total of $102; second year students, $720; and
third-year students contributed a total of $300.
All funds have been submitted through the
university’s office of philanthropy.
Pharmacy students raise funds for Haiti
relief efforts
By Roger Hadley, MD, dean, School of
Medicine
Iam enthusiastic about the upcoming AlumniPostraduate Convention (APC) onMarch 5
to 8, which will feature outstanding speakers,
music, and opportunities for spiritual renewal.
Always popular on this campus are the special
guests whose expertise is garnering scientifically
substantiated evidence of the benefit of a
healthy lifestyle. This is the same lifestyle that is
remarkably similar to what our school and the
Seventh-day Adventist Church have been advo-
SCHOOLOFMEDICINE EVENT
School of Medicine dean looks forward
to Alumni Postgraduate Convention
cating for more than 100 years. This year for
APC, Dr. T. Colin Campbell, co-author of The
China Study, will speak about the salutary
effects of a plant-based diet.
A Friday evening of music will feature the
acclaimed New England Youth Ensemble
under the direction of Dr. Virginia-Gene
Rittenhouse. In its beginnings, the ensemble
was made up of four violins and a cello. Two of
its charter members are Jerry R. Rittenhouse,
MD, and Connie Rittenhouse-Drexler, MD.
Both of them returned last October to share
their musical talents—Jerry served as principal
cellist and Connie sang and played the piano—
with the all-student/alumni Centennial Choir
andOrchestra during the school’s centennial.
APC is also a time for fellowship with your
classmates. Many in the golden anniversary
class of 1960 will be in attendance. Among the
class roster are members who have played key
roles in Loma Linda’s success during the past
five decades. I would like to highlight a few of
them. In the mid-1970s, George D. Chonkich,
MD, joined the faculty as an experienced head
and neck surgeon. He, along with George H.
Petti Jr., MD, built a department of otolaryn-
gology and head and neck surgery that has
become one of the school’s most productive
and busiest services.
Howard V. Gimbel, MD, one of the world’s
most recognized ophthalmologists for his clin-
ical and scientific expertise, has for the past 10
years infused an academic rigor into our very
successful department of ophthalmology.
For more than 40 years, Clifton D. Reeves,
MD, has been and continues to be the consum-
mate teacher of medical students and residents.
His student tutorials are a standard by which
the rest of the faculty is measured. For the past
20 years, I have met three times a week with the
junior medical students assigned to the urology
service, and have conducted a tutorial patterned
after the techniques of Dr. Reeves.
Virchel E. Wood Jr., MD, pioneer hand
surgeon, was recently presented the School of
Medicine Distinguished Service Award and was
the Alumni Association’s Alumnus of the Year
in 2008.
I know you will want to attend this year’s 78th
Annual Postgraduate Convention, organized by
the Alumni Association of the School of Medi-
cine. I look forward to seeing you when you
return inMarch to your school campus.
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
School of Medicine
Alumni
Postgraduate
Convention
March 5–8, 2010
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By James Ponder
Ever get the urge to get out of town? Interna-tional visitors to Loma Linda University
sometimes do.
As guests of the GlobalHealth Institute (GHI),
health professionals from Afghanistan, China,
and other countries like to take a break from
their intensive mentorship programs.
That’s where Greg Highton and I come in. We
volunteer to take them to beautiful and inter-
esting places for a stress break. Care to read
along as we relive a couple recent trips? It’s a
good way to experience the camaraderie and
value of this outreach without having to pack
your bags.
Let’s go back to last September when Greg and
I drove a group of seven physicians, nurse
managers, and nurses from Sir Run Run Shaw
Hospital (SRRSH) and other Chinese facilities
toMonterey, San Francisco, and Yosemite.
The seven…
• Mao Jinhua,MD, a clinical faculty member at
ZhejiangUniversity;
• ZhuHongfang, RN, a nurse manager at
SRRSH;
• Liang Yuqin, RN, a nurse manager at
ZhejiangUniversity Children’s Hospital;
• Yang Jin,MD, a vascular surgeon at SRRSH;
• Wang Jinhu,MD, a pediatric general surgeon
at SRRSH;
• ChenXiangxiang, RN, a nurse at Zhejiang
University Children’sHospital; and
On the road for international goodwill
FACULTYEXCHANGE
• Qiu Yiqing,MD, a faculty member at the
ZhejiangUniversity;
… climb in and buckle up. Good thing, too,
Greg’s driving! In a couple hours, we’re heading
up the 101 to San Luis Obispo andMonterey.
After greeting the dawn the next morning on
Monterey’s picturesque wharf, we take the
coastal route through a land of rolling foothills
and old barns to San Francisco. Is this really
California, or did Greg veer off course to the
British Isles?
Next stop is Pebble Beach at Bean Hollow
State Park. Unlike the beach by the same name
in Carmel, nobody golfs here. Instead, every-
body searches for sea-borne treasures among
thousands of sandstone nooks and crannies that
hold millions of colorful pebbles the size and
shape of beans.
Beachcombing is a great preamble to breakfast
at Duarte’s Tavern in Pescadero. The place
has been famous for superlative regional
cuisine since 1894. I haven’t been going there
for quite that long, but their cream of arti-
choke soup, cream of green chile soup, and
buttermilk pancakes have been drawing me
back for decades. You can either eat or rhap-
sodize about the food; it’s impolite to attempt
both at the same time, but you’ll be tempted
after the first taste.
Ever visit San Francisco?With so many attrac-
tions—Pier 39, Chinatown, Embarcadero
Plaza, Ghirardelli Square—the problem is
knowing where to begin. We drive through
town, relishing the mixture of quaint Euro-
pean and Asian charm in this City by the Bay.
Later, we cruise across the fog-enshrouded
Golden Gate Bridge for an afternoon
exploratory in Sausalito.
Early next morning, we’re en route to Yosemite.
I’ll be staying in the Gold Country town of Grov-
eland to help a former co-worker, TammyLogan,
celebrate her wedding to Jordan Rice. Everyone
else will spend the day inYosemiteValley.
Or not. I have a great time, but the others
encounter an insane traffic jam as they try to
enter Yosemite. Forest fires have shut down all
park entrances except one, and half the popu-
lation of the greater planet tries to squeeze in
at the same time. After sitting in traffic for
more than six hours, the gang finally gets
inside the park. They make it as far as Glacier
Point before it’s time to turn around.
Moments before midnight they straggle into
Groveland exhausted.
Next morning, we’re off to Columbia State
Historic Park. The town, which sprang up in
the California gold rush of the 1850s, has been
restored to how it looked when Tom Sawyer
Global Health Institute visitors enjoy the fruits of the harvest at Columbia State Historic Park in Central California. The
Yosemite excursion proved problematic as forest fires closed all but one entrance to the park, creating an enormous traffic
jam that lasted for hours. Nevertheless, the group’s attitude, as attested by this photo taken the very next day, was
anything but sour grapes.
lived in the area. We watch a blacksmith
shaping horseshoes before heading back to the
21st century at a place called Loma Linda.
We get buffaloed on the second trip. This time,
it’s the first week of November, as Greg and I
escort five international visitors to Grand
Canyon, Wupatki, Las Vegas, and Rock Art
Ranch, near Joseph City, Arizona.
Never heard of Rock Art Ranch? Neither had
we nor any of our comrades:
• YeWeiwen,MD, fromZhejiangUniversity
School ofMedicine;
• Abdallah Salam,MD, fromWazir Akbar
KhanHospital in Afghanistan;
• YuGengsheng,MD, from JiangmenCentral
Hospital in China;
• LinDaren,MD, also from JiangmenCentral
Hospital; and
• HuYaoqin,MD, fromZhejiangUniversity
Children’sHospital.
After an evening departure from Loma Linda, a
faulty gas gauge tricks Greg into thinking the
fuel tank is half full. In reality, it’s nine-tenths
empty. Poor Greg, it’s not his fault.What it is is
way past midnight. We’re somewhere in a big
pine forest, watching the stars and wondering
what’s holding up the AAA truck. Needless to
say, we sleep late the next morning.
The majestic scenery of the Grand Canyon
and the 800-year-old ruins of Wupatki
National Monument awaken us, and our
senses, to the grandeur of northern Arizona.
We spend the day enjoying the epic beauty
and prehistoric mystery.
Promptly at 9:00 the next morning, we’re
shaking hands with Mr. Brantley Baird, the
affable and colorful cowboy who owns the Rock
Art Ranch. Mr. Baird bends over backwards to
make sure we have a superb time. He shows us
around the ranch, walks us through his
museum-quality collection of Anasazi pottery
and projectile points, and tells a slew of corny
cowboy jokes.
“There are two theories to arguin’ with a
woman,” Brantley says with a deadpan wit.
“Neither one works!” The man should know;
Buffalo still roam the range at Rock Art Ranch near Joseph City, Arizona. Five
international participants in the mentorship program at Loma Linda University’s
Global Health Institute got face-to-face with the hirsute creatures during a recent
excursion to the ranch.
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The Old West lives on at Rock Art Ranch near Joseph City, Arizona. Cowboy
septuagenarian Brantley Baird escorted visitors from the LLU Global Health
Institute around his ranch, which was part of the original Hash Knife Outfit of
lore and legend. Highlights include a canyon full of petroglyphs, a herd of
buffalo, a museum full of Native American and cowboy artifacts, and the
homespun hospitality of Mr. Baird himself.
Members of the Loma Linda University Global Health Institute’s excursion to the Southwest got a briefing from Brantley
Baird, owner of the Rock Art Ranch near Joseph City, Arizona. Volunteer driver Greg Highton adjusts his camera as Mr.
Baird discloses that his wife is the granddaughter of one of the outlaws who started the ranch in the early 1900s. “I remind
her of that every now and then,” he jokingly confides.
despite the fact that he’s been married for more
than half a century, his wife doesn’t appreciate it
when he reminds her that her grandfather was
an outlaw. “He helped build this place as part of
the historic Hash Knife Outfit in the early
1900s,” he shares.
Brantley leads us out behind the horse corral to
a large pile of petrified wood. “Take one,” he
offers, pointing to pieces of the fossil stone.
Good thing he doesn’t say that when we visit his
private buffalo herd; they’d never fit inside the
van. And yes, we know, they’re officially bison,
but must we let political correctness trump 200
years of colorful linguistic tradition? Brantley
doesn’t think so. Ask him for a home where the
buffalo roam and he’ll probably invite you to
spend the night out here.
After hanging out with the herd—and what
scintillating conversationalists they turn out to
be!—the affable Mr. Baird leads us to Rock Art
Canyon and turns us loose to explore thousands
of prehistoric petroglyphs at our own pace. We
may not decipher all the subtle innuendoes of
these shamanic messages pecked in stone, but
it’s amazing to see them for ourselves. What a
day this has been so far!
Unfortunately, it’s time to head for a place
called Las Vegas. OK, that’s only how Greg
and I feel about Glitter Gulch; everybody else
wants to stay a week or two in this land of
hype and hustle. But after an overnight stay
that extends to 2:00 the next afternoon, it’s
time to point the van back toward the Inland
Empire.
Besides a fun and educational diversion, do
these trips offer our international visitors
anything of lasting value? Jan Zumwalt, MBA,
MS, RN, associate director of GHI, maintains
they serve an important purpose.
“Hosting our international visitors is an impor-
tant part of our mentorship program,” Ms.
Zumwalt observes. “There is a natural curiosity
about other people and cultures, and these
weekend experiences afford an opportunity for
our mentees to learn more about us and our
country. Those of us who participate in this
program have enjoyed learning as much from
them as they have learned from us.”
Want to host international visitors at local
attractions in Southern California? Contact the
GlobalHealth Institute for more information.
In the meantime, are Greg and I eager for the
next group to arrive? As Brantley always says,
“You betcha!”
By James Ponder
Afund established to provide scholarshipassistance to women interested in dedi-
cating their lives to ministry has grown by leaps
and bounds at the Loma Linda University
School of Religion.
Established after Gayle Saxby’s death in 1995,
the fund has grown from about $7,100 in
December of 2008, to its present balance of
about $56,000.
Olivia Seheult, MPP, MA, philanthropy officer
for the school, came across the forgotten fund
while looking through some financial paper-
work, and recalled Ms. Saxby’s commitment to
sharing the Gospel of Jesus. Once the fund
reached the requisite level of $25,000 in January
of 2009, it became the school’s first endowed
scholarship.
“Gayle Saxby’s short life was an enormous inspi-
ration to everyone who knew her, especially to
women aspiring to a career in ministry,” Ms.
Seheult observes. “She was an assistant
professor in religion at LLU at the time she was
Gayle Saxby honored with endowed
scholarship fund at School of Religion
FUND ESTABLISHED
killed in amotor vehicle accident in 1995.”
AlthoughMs. Seheult is reluctant to take credit
for reviving the fund, she can hardly contain her
enthusiasm about the way God opened doors
once she decided to see if there was any way to
reinvigorate it.
“I remember Gayle,” she says, “and knew what a
great person she was, and I thought people
would give money for a fund in her honor.”
In 2008, after discussing her interest in the fund
with Maretta Hung-Lee, MBA, business
manager at the school, Ms. Seheult made the
commitment to raise money for the fund. She
wasn’t expecting it to take off so quickly,
however.
“I got the first two gifts in half an hour,” she
recalls. “I knew God was opening doors, but I’m
amazed at how fast it’s grown in just one year.
I’ve never seen a fund grow this fast in such a
short time!”
Donors will be invited to attend a special bene-
factors banquet on Sunday, April 18, 2010. The
first $30,000 raised by May 1, 2010, will be
matched 100 percent by the same anonymous
couple who have contributed the majority of the
monies already in the fund. “They have been
remarkably generous,” she reports.
“The exciting part is that we will announce the
very first Gayle Saxby Scholar at the banquet,”
she says. “The first Saxby Scholar will take up
her studies at the school in the 2010–2011
academic year.”
Gayle Lucille Saxby was born in Sacramento,
California, on January 12, 1964. She moved
with her family to Bozeman, Montana, when
she was five, and graduated from Mt. Ellis
Academy at Bozeman in 1982. Ms. Saxby
earned a bachelor’s degree cum laude in English
from Walla Walla College in 1986—known
today as Walla Walla University—and a
Gayle Lucille Saxby, MDiv, assistant
professor of religion, Loma Linda
University School of Religion, died in
a motor vehicle accident in 1995.Please turn to page 7
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the Big Hearts for Little Hearts Loma Linda
Guild, which sponsors the annual event.
“It hardly seems possible,” says Ms. O’Brien-
Grinnan, “that it has been 25 years since Dr.
Leonard Bailey and his team of cardiothoracic
specialists performed groundbreaking heart
surgery on Baby Fae.”
The guild plans to spotlight the wonderful
advances in pediatric heart procedures since that
time by honoring a number of amazing girls and
young women whose lives have been saved
because of the pioneering work of Dr. Bailey
and his colleagues.
According to Denise Hertel, membership
chair, Loma Linda Guild, there will be a focus
on pediatric heart health on the Loma Linda
campus throughout 2010.
She points out that Big Hearts for Little
Hearts Loma Linda Guild members are plan-
ning a number of guild events including the
annual Teddy Bear Tea, Spring Read, Fall
into Reading, and Gingerbread Village.
Ms. O’Brien-Grinnan, whose daughter,
Hannah, is a walking ambassador of the life-
saving miracle of heart surgery, notes that
young ladies ages 0 to 18 years old who are
battling cardiovascular disease are welcome to
bring a guest and attend the event free of
charge if they reserve a spot by calling (909)
558-3154 or e-mailing <mmorrell@llu.edu>
by February 9, 2010.
For all others, tickets are available at $50 per
person and may be purchased no later than
February 9, 2010, by mailing a check in that
amount to: Big Hearts for Little Hearts Loma
Linda Guild, P.O. Box 964, Loma Linda, Cali-
fornia 92354.
Individuals who wish to pay by credit card may
call the Children’s Hospital Foundation office
at (909) 558-3154.
Big Hearts for Little Hearts Loma Linda Guild
was founded in 1999 to raise awareness and
support of Loma Linda University Children’s
Hospital, which provides life-saving care for
critically ill and injured children in the Inland
Empire and surrounding communities.
Dressing Up Red event to celebrate heart-healthy
living for little girls of all ages …
Continued from page 8
By James Ponder
Tragedies involving children are among themost heart-wrenching situations in the
world to face. Since children exemplify the best
potentials of mankind—innocence, trust,
wonder, and openhearted love—tragedies
affecting them prompt all kinds of complicated,
thorny emotions in humans.
Some people—teachers, social workers, law
enforcement officers, health care professionals,
and others who work with children—face these
convoluted challenges on a regular basis.
Not everyone should read this story. It explains
why Jose Kadry, MSN, RN—a man many
people consider a hero—doesn’t think he
deserves the title. But it’s also about a girl who
dies—a girl Jose so much wanted to live. These
kinds of issues can be particularly difficult for
people with sensitive emotions.
Others, however, may find the story of Jose’s
courageous actions to save the life of a young
accident victim simultaneously tragic, inspiring,
and reassuring. In an age when too many people
don’t care enough to get involved, it’s good to
meet someone who does.
On October 16, 2009, Jose—a pediatric inten-
sive care unit (PICU) nurse on unit 5700 at
Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital
(LLUCH)—is heading to the desert with seven
of his friends for an overnight camping trip.
“I’m behind the wheel of my white truck around
7:30 in the evening,” he recalls. “Three of my
friends—Brian Yap, Jeremy Oms, and Cathy
Domingo—are riding with me, and four others
are following in another car.”
In addition to his duties on 5700, Jose is a
member of the PICU transport team. In that
role, he and other pediatric response profes-
sionals drop whatever they’re doing anytime an
accident or other medical emergency threatens
the life and safety of children. Members of the
organization are constantly updating their skills
to respond rapidly, efficiently, and effectively in
time of crisis.
Just moments before Jose and his pals arrive on
the scene, an out-of-control vehicle—driven by
a man who allegedly has a history of alcohol
abuse and prior DUI convictions—slams head-
first into a family of four on their way to get
some ice cream.
Once Jose pulls his truck to the side of the
road, he and Cathy Domingo, who works as a
physician’s assistant, jump out to evaluate the
situation.
It’s one thing to attend to an accident with the
full PICU team, armed with all the necessary
life-saving equipment and supplies. It’s quite
another to confront an emergency situation on
your day off, with a few flashlights and towels.
“The driver is completely pinned to the seat,”
Jose says. “His hands and legs are pinned down.
Other than that, he seems fine. He keeps asking
me about his family. I see a female standing
outside the car and she’s just hysterical, in shock.
“The little girl behind the passenger seat is
looking at me,” Jose continues. “She’s also in
Why Jose Kadry doesn’t feel like a hero
GOOD SAMARITAN
shock, but otherwise OK. The other little girl,
the one behind the driver’s seat, is slumped over
with her head down. I lift it to protect her
airway, and she immediately vomits.” Jose
concludes she’s in the worst shape of anyone.
“When you see vomiting like that after an acci-
dent, it can be an indicator of brain trauma,” he
notes. “It’s very serious!” Jose is informed that
the 5-year-old girl’s name is Alyssa. Her pupils
and airway confirm his initial evaluation: her
condition is very dangerous.
“Her face is covered in blood,” he reports. “I try
doing mouth-to-mouth, but she vomits some
more. Also, she’s breathing agonally.”
When combined with vomiting, agonal
breathing—shallow, intermittent respirations
three or four times a minute—denotes an
extremely threatening condition. It’s clear
that Alyssa probably can’t survive, but that
doesn’t stop Jose from flying into action
against the odds.
By now, Jose is monitoring the rhythm of
Alyssa’s heart, taking her blood pressure, and
directing the actions of everybody else.
When the fire department arrives and says
they’re taking over, Jose informs them that he’s a
pediatric trauma specialist from Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital. Once he does,
the firemen defer and allow him to lead the
intervention.
“I tell the senior fireman to insert a breathing
tube into her lungs,” he says. “I instruct another
fireman to prepare an intraosseous needle”—
the word means ‘inside the bone’—“and Cathy
says we’re still getting a strong pulse.”
Alyssa’s airway remains obstructed, however.
“It looks like the tube keeps going into her
stomach,” Jose observes. “The fireman tries
several times, but keeps missing her lungs.
She’s just too occluded. I tell him to remove
the tube.”
The girl’s condition suddenly deteriorates when
Cathy loses the pulse. The second fireman
returns with the stout intraosseous needle, and
inserts it under Alyssa’s kneecap. Horrific as
that sounds, Jose says studies have found it isn’t
excessively painful.
“It floods the marrow and the blood stream
with I.V. fluids,” he says. “It’s probably your
best option for resuscitation when it’s hard to
find a vein.”
Meanwhile, Cathy is doing chest compressions,
or CPR. “I tell the fireman to try the breathing
tube again,” Jose recalls, “but still, no luck.”
Putting a tube down someone’s throat is often
difficult under good conditions, but in the dark,
with Alyssa flat on the ground, it’s almost
impossible.
“I have friends standing over me holding flash-
lights,” he recounts. “I’m covered in blood,
yelling for people to get me this, get me that.”
“When the ambulance finally arrives, I order
them to bring equipment and supplies, but I
don’t think they’re mentally prepared for what
they find. I keep directing the case, but they
keep trying to rush her to the hospital.
“I know I have a better chance of stabilizing her
here—especially with all their equipment—but
a lot of medical professionals freak out when an
accident involves a kid. The paramedics keep
saying, ‘We gotta get her to the hospital.’ I
protest that it’s exactly the wrong thing to do,
but they don’t give me a choice.”
As the ambulance rushes Alyssa to a nearby
hospital, Jose turns to help the other victims.
He isn’t happy about their decision—not in
the least.
By now, the jaws of life have extricated the
father from the wreckage. “I can only imagine
how bad he must be feeling,” Jose concedes.
“His little daughter is dying, and he’s unable to
move an inch to help her. He may be physically
fine, but I don’t even want to imagine how
horrible this must be for him!”
Since the dad’s OK, and the other little girl is
doing fine, Jose checks on the mother. Julie
Schaepper, MPH, director of LLU’s commu-
nity academic partners in service (CAPS), is
comforting her. “She keeps asking questions
about her daughter,” he acknowledges. “We
answer truthfully, but for the sake of her own
health and safety, we try to redirect her as much
as we can.”
At 9:00 p.m., Jose finally takes a breather. He’s
been working feverishly to save Alyssa’s life for
the last hour and a half. He watches as officers
escort the mother and 3-year-old to the
hospital, then gives his report to the police.
There’s nothingmore he can do except pray.
“A few days later, we arrive at Forest Lawn, the
one in Cypress, and all the family is there. We
see the parents, but don’t have time to go up to
them before the service. We see the little girl
Alyssa in her casket. She seems bigger and older
than I remember. She looks beautiful.” Jose tries
to choke back the tears….
After the service, Jose gives the 3-year-old a
selection of coloring books and pamphlets he
got from Dorothy Clark Brooks, child life
specialist at LLUCH. The books are designed
to help children make sense of tragedy. He also
brings her a teddy bear, and offers a packet of
grief-counseling resources to the parents.
“The mom recognizes me, “ he shares. “We hug;
we don’t say much. When she introduces me to
her mother, she says, ‘This is the person who
tried to save my daughter.’ The family is just
thankingme.”
Four months later, Jose concedes that there
probably wasn’t anything anyone could have
done to save Alyssa. “When you have trauma
that bad to the brain, there isn’t much hope.”
That hardly makes it easier for Jose. “I mean,
this is what I do for a living,” he shares. “I
Continued next page
Jose Kadry may not feel like a hero,
but co-workers who nominated him to
receive Loma Linda University Chil-
dren’s Hospital’s Good Samaritan
Award say otherwise. Jose spent a
fitful hour and a half trying to save the
life of a 5-year-old girl named Alyssa
when he came on the scene of an
accident last October. Mr. Kadry works
on unit 5700 as a pediatric intensive
care unit nurse.
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Putting it all together: CAPS creates connections
for outreach programs …
fun and exciting,” shares Julie Schaepper,MPH,
CAPS director.
TheHealthyNeighborhoods Projects initiative,
created in 2001 by LLU medical students, and
supported by LLUMC’s Ron Graybill, PhD, is
what established a framework for the other
student-led projects to grow to a total of eight
today. The project not only includes the La
Escuelita programs, but also Students Teaching
Aids To Students (STATS), Project Hope (for
pregnant teenage girls), and Project Special Ops
(for 9th grade boys).
The La Escuelita programs offer learning not
only for the youth, but also for their parents.
The Community Parents Connection (CPC)
program grew out of a desire to support the
parents of the children coming to La Escuelita
in increasing access to health services and educa-
tion. “CPC’s monthly parent meetings really
united the parents and kept them updated on
resources in the community,” says Cynthia
Ortega, School of Public Health graduate and
former coordinator of the program.
However, the 44 parents it currently serves
receive more than just monthly parent meetings.
Community and university volunteers teach
health, career skills, English, and computer
literacy classes, says Ms. Ortega. With the help
of SACHS staff and the Latino Health Collab-
orative, they conducted a leadership academy
and graduation.
Ms. Ortega says she’s experienced the difference
the parent program makes firsthand. “One
parent told me that she felt so productive and so
much closer to the community because of our
parent meetings and classes we offer,” states Ms.
Ortega. “And one mother said that she has
learned to speak up more and be more active in
her community and has felt empowered to do
more for her family and herself.”
As the parents are learning, the children are
involved in weekly tutoring sessions with LLU
student tutors. “It makes school fun and
exciting and something that they can be proud
of,” says Ms. Schaepper. “It not only supports
the kids with academics, but even more so, it
encourages the kids to even dream and to stay
connected to those dreams.”
Feedback from the children’s teachers attests
to the improvement of grades as well as atten-
dance. “More than anything,” says Ms.
Schaepper. “The kids that come fall in love
with their mentors. Being committed to that
child for one or two hours a week speaks
volumes more than any academic help we
could give them because it says ‘I care about
you and you matter.’”
Community Kids Connection (CKC) Music,
started in October 2008, is the newest program
at La Escuelita, where more than 60 regular
students came for group and private lessons in
stringed instruments and piano every
Wednesday this past school year.
Community volunteers, as well as musically
talented university students from both LLU
and La Sierra University, teach the lessons.
For some of the youth, it’s a chance to experi-
ence playing an instrument for the first time.
For others, it’s a chance to get lessons not
normally available to them, and to perform in an
individual and formal setting. In June, program
participants performed in benefit concert and
recital programs.
Continued from page 8
Community Kids Connection (CKC) Music students play their instruments during
last year’s Christmas party. CKC Music started in October 2008 and has assisted
more than 60 students in learning stringed instruments.
The primary goals of the program are to teach
music, serve the community, and build relation-
ships, says Kathryn Knecht, PhD, the program’s
faculty sponsor. But she thinks that the Chris-
tian atmosphere of performing in chapel, prayers
before music lessons, and learning Christian
music impacts the young people positively.
“It’s not that we say ‘OK, we’ve taught you
music, so now we’re going to read you a page
from the Bible,’” says Dr. Knecht. “It’s not like
that at all. We are sharing with them who we
are. We are health professionals, students, and
Christians. It’s not an excuse to evangelize, but
naturally, as we interact with the kids and learn
who they are, faith is what we share together.”
It is in working with programs like these, says
Ms. Schaepper, “that we have been continu-
ally amazed at what love and commitment
LLU students share with our community.
Our mission is to develop reciprocal and
sustainable relationships between the LLU
students, faculty and staff, and the local
community. The Healthy Neighborhoods is
a wonderful example of the powerful impact
our students and faculty are having on the
community.
“It is a beautiful mission and true compassion
isn’t just giving someone a handout,” Ms.
Schaepper suggests. “True compassion entails
supporting someone in developing whatever
skills that they need to make it happen for
themselves.”
For more information about how to become
involved with projects like these, contact the
CAPS office at <caps@llu.edu> or (909)
651-5011.
want to help people and make a difference.
But I keep asking myself all the ‘what if ’ ques-
tions. I’ve spent a lot of time talking with co-
workers and friends, to make sure I did
everything I could have done. I feel very confi-
dent and prepared in my skills, but in a
controlled setting. This time, I was out there
on my own; I just walked into this.”
Would he do it again? “Of course,” he says. “I’d
jump right in and try to help!”
In November 2009, Loma Linda University
Children’s Hospital presents Jose with the
Good Samaritan Award for working so hard to
save Alyssa’s life.
At the ceremony, Janel Isaeff, MA, RN, vice
president for patient care, describes Jose as an
“extremely bright, conscientious, kind, and soft-
hearted professional nurse who is dearly loved
by his patients. It isn’t unusual to observe Jose
talking softly to a small child, while smoothing
down their hair. He is a team player and has the
utmost respect of his colleagues and leadership.
“Jose is not one to brag about any accomplish-
ments,” she goes on, “so it doesn’t surprise me
that he doesn’t feel like a hero; he thinks he’s
just a nurse who jumped in to save a life. He is
so very humble, and practices the values of Chil-
dren’s Hospital every day. He is truly a role
model nurse, and aman of integrity!”
According to Robert D. Orr, MD, CM,
director of clinical ethics at Loma Linda Univer-
sityMedical Center, second-guessing and ‘what-
iffing’ are common for caregivers recovering
from post-traumatic stress disorder.
“There are at least two reasons that confronting
a life and death crisis outside the medical setting
is so unsettling,” Dr. Orr notes. “The one that
Jose mentioned is paramount: ‘I don’t have the
equipment and assistance that I am used to.
How can Imanage this? ’
“The second is less obvious, but is part of every
attempt at saving a life, in whatever setting.
That is the issue of uncertainty. If we knew for
sure that a given patient would not survive, we
wouldn’t put them and those around them
through the anguish of a failed attempt. But
most often we don’t know. So, we do what
comes naturally; we try our best.When our best
attempts fail to save that life, we feel sad. But
even then, we can fall back on the knowledge
that we did the best we could.
“Jose did the best he or anyone could,” Dr. Orr
concludes. “This has been confirmed by his
colleagues. But Alyssa died. So is he a hero? I
say he is—for competently and unflinchingly
Why Jose Kadry doesn’t feel like a hero …
doing his best, even without his usual tools. Her
parents say he is—for being a far better-trained
expert than anyone else on the scene.
Had he not been there, her parents would
always wonder, ‘Would Alyssa be alive if
there had been an expert in trauma care
there?’ They do not have to wrestle with that
Continued from previous page
‘what if.’ He was there.”
Like the Good Samaritan in the biblical story,
Jose put his own plans on hold to respond to a
fellow human being in the hour of greatest need.
Even so, he still doesn’t consider himself a hero.
Perhaps he’s not the one tomake that call.
master of divinity degree from Andrews
University in 1989.
From 1988 to 1991, she taught English,
biblical literature, and communication at Loma
Linda Academy.
She joined the faculty at the LLU School of
Religion in 1991, where she developed a repu-
tation for making Jesus utterly real to students.
Those who knew Ms. Saxby recall that she
Gayle Saxby honored with endowed scholarship
fund at School of Religion …
loved to preach whenever she had the opportu-
nity, and was especially fond of the Gospels.
They also remember her commitment to Jesus,
the quality of her teaching, and her irrepressibly
effervescent personality. ”These remain as her
continuing legacy,”Ms. Seheult affirms.
Individuals interested in contributing to the
The Gayle Saxby Endowed Scholarship Fund
may contact Ms. Seheult by e-mail at
<oseheult@llu.edu> or by phone at (909) 558-
3152, or extension 33152.
Continued from page 5
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By Kristina Penny
Off to the side of a small health clinic ininner city San Bernardino sits a mobile
home, freshly painted bright red just this past
summer. A mother sits on the grass in the
building’s shade watching her children kick a
soccer ball. Not far from her, other residents
from the nearby community are running the
obstacle course of today’s exercise class. In the
field nearby, a soccer team practices in the grass.
The red building and the surrounding outdoor
area are part of the property of the LLU-affili-
ated Social Action Community Health System
(SACHS) Norton Clinic. It is a health educa-
tion facility and career center to some; a
LOCALOUTREACH
Putting it all together: CAPS creates
connections for outreach programs
A tutoring volunteer from Loma Linda University assists a young mentor at
SACHS-Clinic.
computer lab, music building, and homework
help site for others. The families (mostly
Spanish-speaking) who live in the surrounding
community call the building La Escuelita—The
Little SchoolHouse.
LLU students and faculty have served at La
Escuelita, officially christened with the name
this year, since 1999. It now houses four LLU
student-led community-based programs for the
LLUHealthy Neighborhoods Projects (HNP).
These include a Saturday youth ministry,
tutoring program, parent education program,
and music program. The tutoring program also
includes a site at Norton Gardens, and at Loma
Linda Spanish Church. It involves about 25
kids at each site, with 60 LLU student volun-
BATTLING PEDIATRICHEARTDISEASE
By James Ponder
Dressing Up Red, an event celebrating thelives of young ladies successfully battling
heart disease, will be held on Sunday, February
14, 2010, from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Dressing Up Red event to celebrate heart-
healthy living for little girls of all ages
Miss Lexie, 2010’s official spokesmodel for Dressing Up Red, is one of a growing
number of courageous young women given a fighting chance against heart
disease thanks to the efforts of Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital’s
renowned team of cardiovascular specialists. The girls are expected to steal the
spotlight when the Big Hearts for Little Hearts Loma Linda Guild hosts the event
on February 14.
teers as their tutors. A recent partnership
between the SACHS Student Community
Clinic and HNP team has opened the door to
students offering volunteer clinical services to
the community as well. Approximately 72 fami-
lies were served in the past year with these and
other support services.
Each of the programs that meet in the La
Escuelita building is run by LLU student and
faculty volunteers and sponsored by the univer-
sity’s local outreach office, Community-Acad-
emic Partners in Service (CAPS), as well as the
Schools of Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, and
PublicHealth.
The first program to meet in the trailer was a
Saturday activities program started in 1996 by
Juan Carlos Belliard, PhD, professor in the
School of Public Health. At the time, it was
sponsored by the Students for International
Missions Service office. “We had been running
a once-a-year Christmas program for kids
around the SACHS–Norton Community and
we decided it was time to do something more
than once a year,” says Dr. Belliard. “So we
started a once-a-week program.”
Today this program is managed by CAPS,
and renamed Kids ROCK (Reaching Out in
Christ to Kids). Kids come to sing Christian
songs, hear Bible stories, make crafts, and see
special guests. Firefighters, cooks, health care
providers, and others have come to share
their careers with them.
“It exposes them to many new things and
broadens their perspective on life and what they
could grow up to be,” says Dr. Belliard. “Parents
love that they have a place where they can bring
their kids on the weekends that is safe for them
to play and, whether the kids see it or not,
they’re introduced to Christ in a way that is also
This year’s Dressing Up Red promises to be
extra special. “That’s because 2010 marks the
25th anniversary of infant heart transplantation
at Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital,”
says Catherine O’Brien-Grinnan, president of
Please turn to page 6
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